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How Friends Can Be Critical

As Schools Make Essential Changes
When teachens

regularly get honest,

supportive feedhrirk
from valued peers,
not only does their
own practice benefit,

lunch dug into it. Someone hurried

ways to engage their colleagues on
Friday, they felt like veteran staff
developers with an invaluable bead
ort what their group needed and
wanted to know. "Nobody's going
to be reading the newspaper in the
back of our workshop," somebody

in late, flushed from a strenuous

joked, and everyone knew it was

band practice. Everyone knew each

IT WAS THE END OF A STEAMY

May Monday in Houston, and the

teachers gathered in the library of
Westbury High School were tired.

Someone put out a box of doughnuts and a few who had missed

but student achieve-

other well; everyone wanted the

true. However tough the critique
might get on Friday, it would take

ment goes up, too.

meeting to end on time.

place among friends.

Across the country,

the point, it revealed how much this

ship"-a term introduced in the late

Essential schools

working party mattered-not only

also to their colleagues and students

1980s by those who devised CES's
"Trek" as a school change experience-hasbeen building in Houston

at this veteran Essential school.

as it has elsewhere in the country

On the coming Friday, this group
was to lead a day-long faculty workshop aimed at revising the school's

over the last several years,

hallmark Graduation Exhibitions,

School, a new small Essential school

and Centers are

finding ways to
make and sustain
these vital "critical

friend*hips."

But as their talk came quickly to

to the teachers around the table, but

creating similar performances for
students in earlier grades, and supporting the new requirements with
important curricular changes.
Charged by the whole staff with

On that same Monday, for
instance, a team from Quest High
in greater Houston, paid an intro-

meeting together all year to look at

ductory visit to teachers at nearby
Eisenhower High School, which is
exploring CES membership. They
listened to the larger school's plans
to break into smaller learning units,
spent an hour or two comparing

student work and to examine the

notes, gave some encouragement,

pros and cons of the current system.
During five previous professional
development days they had worked
with the Westbury faculty on vari-

and invited a reciprocal visit.

ous aspects of the problem. And

their norms of academic rigor align

they had called on the expertise of

with those of area colleagues. And

the regicin's CES Center, whose
director, Doris Rodgers Robins, had

across tlie Houston area's six inde-

first prompted them to take the.

al CES Center forges connections

issue on.

among reform-minded schools.

that mission, this cadre had been

BY KATI 11.KEN CUSI IMAN

That dynamic of "critical friend-

So as they worked out the best

Quest teachers also are meeting
with other schools in their district to

look at student work and see how

pendent school districts, the region-

through visits, inquiry groups, and

die schools in a year-long institute

Among Friends: Norms for Inquiry and Analysis
It isn't easy to be both critical and friendly while working collaboratively to make
schools better. -rhe Bay Area Coalition of Essential Schools has developed these

norms to help its members as they jointly inquire about and analyze their work:
• Describe only what you see. Do not try to describe what you don't see; express
what you don't see in the form of questions.
• Resist the urge to work on "solutions" until you are ccimfortable with what the

data says and doesn't say.

on building a professionaJ collaborative culture. School teams of five to

seven people gathered for three days
in the summer and two school-year

days scheduled before and after they
traded visits with a partner school.
"Each school identified a key

question the>· were grappling with
in this area," says Dan French, who
directs the Boston Center. "For in-

• Surface the perspectives and experiences you bring to the analysis. Effective

stance, one school asked,'Does our

schcx,1 reflect a tone of decency?"

teams use theE aa strengths.
• Seek to understand differences of perception before trying to resolve them.

Early consensus can inhibit depth and breadth of analysis. Hear from everybody.

After two days spent shadowing students, interviewing teachers,
observing classes and team meet-

• Ask questions when you don't undentand. Find the answers together.

ings, and reviewing materials, each

• Surface assumptions and use the data to chailenge them. Look actively for both
challenges mid supports to what ygiu believe i, true.

visiting team gave oral and written

feedback on that question to its host
school, which used the data in

school-wide faculty discussion
about the target issue.
the pr(,fe•,sional development that

Who's Asking the Questions?

ari,ies frc,m needs per,pie in the

The best of these "critical friend-

schools themselves identify.
All this emerges from the growing conviction that school change

c.i:incit succeed withi,ut sturdy,
c,ngc,inB refledive relationships
among the periple most directly
involved.

Reforms take hold, research by
Milbrey Mclaughlin and others at
Stanford's Center for Research on

the Context of Seconda ry School
'Teaching shows, only when teachers
c,perate within a strong professional
community that supports adult
learning. As they help each other
find new ways ki work more suc-

cessfully with students, teachers'
sense of efficacy rises-and so does
student achievement, the evidence
sihows.

Building and sustaining those
tough-minded and student-centered
collaborative relationships has

rmerged tiNa kry priority of the
Cc,aliti,in's second derade, under-

pinning its decentr.ilization into

ri,gional Centers, its membership
prikesses, and i,ther key strategir

kir,9·mtrm-wide change.

"Participants said it was one of
the most powerful professional

ships," according to those in Essen-

development experiences they had

tial schools around the country,

ever had," says French--so success-

develop when participants come to

ful, in fact, that the Center will bring

the collaboration with their own

in new teams from each school to

questions they want to explore. The

the institute this year.

people closest to the action are the
"experts" in this inquiry, setting its

terms, agreeing on its conduct, owning and using its conclusions.

This contrasts directly with traditiona] methods of both research
-

and professional development, in

which outside experts arrive at
schools to examine their innards and

E HORACE

inject them with whatever ready-

M HORACE is published five

made remedies they think best.

- times yearly at Brown

Even so, it helps to have a partner who can lend a supportive hand
in the techniques of data-gathering,

University by the Coalition of
Essential Schools. Individual

subscription ($20 a year,
payable to Brown University),

group process, observing classroom

write Brown University, Attn:

practices, and documenting different

CES Subscriptions, P.O. Box

perspectives. Many regional Centers

910, Oxon Hill, MD 20750-0910

and other CES school networks have

or call 1-800-62-HORACE.

stepped iii to offer such help. And iii
tlie pri)re%, they often match up

toi· ilit-orination about the

schools and teach them how to act as
useful critical friends.

In Boston, for example, the
Center for Collaborative Education

For a list of back issues or

Coalition, write to C is,

Brown University. Box 1969,
Providence, RI 02912.
Editor.

Katlileen Cushman

sponsored five area Coalition mid-
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Regional Coalition Centers in

Maine, Michigan, New Mexico, and
Missouri are among others that, like

Boston, require a similar schoot-visit
process or "schcxil quality review"

for school. exploring membership.
(See sidebar, page 7, as well as
HORA< 1 14:2.) In each case, the

school must pose its own question

Collaborating in Research
Some Coalition schools also seek out

friendly outsiders as partners in the
"action research" that has gained

currency in the past decade of education reform. In Philadelphia, the
Center for Urban Ethnography
(CUE) at the University of Pennsylvania teamed with a school studv

team at the Academr for the Middle

Years (AMY) Northwest a Coalition

member, in a project called Taking
Stock, Making Change.
The university researchers
taught AMY's parents and teachers
to use ethnographic techniques as
they investigated students' experi-

ence at school, asking, "Are we
doing what we sav M'e're doing?

for a•,sessment, framing a cycle of
crintinuous inquiry that will continue long after the visitors say their
go(dbyes.
But how does a school even get

to the point where it can ask such a
questic,n, and ask it well? -R> address

Essential Tools in the Trek Toward Change
Since its earliest years Essential Schools have used a professional development
strategy they call the "Trek," in which a core team of teachers from a school

that questic,n, Coalition staff in

develops the skills and knowledge to further the whole school's change

Vri,vidence in the late 1980%

prcicess. But just what does that Essential school team need to know and be

deigned a process called the Trek-

able to doif it is to succeed? California's Bay Area CES Center, which requires
a Trek as a condition of membership, offers the list for which they aim:

used Atill by Centerb in California,
1:kirida, indiana, and elsewhere-in
which a learn c,f teachers and admin-

istrators learns to diagmi* the work
of its school and manage tile change

process through which it might be
improved. (See sidebar, this page.)

Essential School Ideas

Using Socratic seminars

Ten Common Principles

Team-building strategies

Eight Organizational Principles

Processes for developing a vision

Using a "whip" format

Collecting, Analyzing
and Using Data

Reflective Practice and

Collecting and using artifacts

Self-Assessment

inK at the work of their school in a

Engaging in blameless critique

Developing critical friend

number of dimenhions and from a

Using case studies

variety uf perbpectives," hays Amy

Determining causality

Gerstein, the Coalition' executivt,

Generating descriptive statements

director, who helped develop the

Collecting evidence from five

"Trek participants start by look-

Frek and haa Ied dozens of them in

the last decade. "They do some envisic,ning of where they might like to
go, and they think about how to get

from here to there. But they don't
charge back to school to th,st,nwihiir,<
m their colleagues, like organizing

important "domains" [see belowl
Understanding what constitutes

relationships
Documenting events, processes,
and decisions

Setting up and conducting
exhibitions

Using journals for reflection
Creating journey maps

evidence

Identi fying the logic behind a
school's assumptions, priorities,
and compromises

Generating problem statements

everybivdy into ten critical friends

Examining student work
Using a T-chart

gruups. That kind of 'action plati'

Using the "tuning protocol"

Constructing narratives

Using educational research to reflect
on practice

Creating, updating, and using a
school portfolio
Five School Perspectives
Community building

approach would be disastrous."
Group Process and IFormat

Democracy

learns "who else needs to be part of

Decision-making strategies

Equity

the process," :ind how to help create

Analyzing evidence from diverse

Instead, she says, a Trek team

a school culture in which the hard

questions can come out. For exampli•. "Om. school was convinced that

the filution to its terrible litter prcib[ern was to get nwire garbage cans,"

Generating and using feedback
Fishbowl debriefing

Five Domains of the School

Making time for fun and gaines

Leartiing alid sludent experience
Pedagogy and teacher experience

Techniques for facilitating and
documenting meetings

she obberves. "Working with its

Setting and using norms

I'rek team, the staff realized that the

Problem definition and problem

g,irbage is,5ue stood for deeper

issues of respect, communication,

Personalization

Systems change

perspectives

School organizational capacity

External supports or influences on
the school
Student achievement data

solving
Engaging in reflective dialogue

roles, and ownership of the school."
HORACE
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Some Principles for Planning Effective School Visits
1. Build clarity around the purpose of the visit, among your critical friends and
among colleagues, parents, and students in your school.

What questions do we have and how will a visit help uncover them?
What evidence will we ask our critical friends to look for or examine, to

enable them to provide relevant feedback?

How is AMY preparing students for
high school, according to the outcomes stated in our learning plan?"
Using questionnaires, focus

groups, classroom observations, and
other means, the school study team
began gathering the kind of ethnographic data that reveals patterns of
school culture underking student

What steps should the school take in order to welcome the visitors and
value their feedback?

What written background information will our visitors need? How can we

uw existing documents-thi school's re„tructuring plan, for example-to
give this information?

2. Structure a visit that gives critical friends „ccess tc) the informaticin and observations they net,d to help the sch*,1.
How will we make our visitors comfortable (location of res.trcoms, bell

achievement. In the process. quite
unexpertedlb·, AMY students moved
from their initial position as "informants" to a more powerful role as

co-researchers. They generated recommendations for the faculty about
the Khcul's assessment practices,
and their participation significantly
altered teachers' perceptions about

schedules, a meeting room, a student guide, acct» to coffee)?

the school's culture and mission.

1 fow will the visitors get to talk to students, teachers, and parents about
student work (focus groups, candid interview,i, meetings with leadersliip)?

two di,tinct realities function within

Will tht·re be samples of student work to look at? What data and evidence

"We have come to realize that

the %ame space," said teacher Pat
Delrady, "and rarely do the inhabi-

p.hruld he available?

tants of either realm view the em-

! fi,w will the visitors get the " feel" of the school (student shadowing,

peror's raiment with the same eyes."
As a school draws in such ways

teacher %hadowing, classroom observations)?
I low will we handle lunch (ask visitors to mingle, assign them hosts,

on new kinds of information from

more kinds of people, it can develop

arrange ft,cus-group lunches)?

I low and when can the visitors offer ideas about the design of the day's
adi VitiPK?

new habits of collaboration and
reflection in the midst of the action

of everyday life, observe Jolley

3, Structure the feedback process so that as many people as possible can be
inv<ilved in a non-threatening way.

Is there a time and a place in the agenda for visitors to discuss with each
other what they have seen and talk about the feedback they want to give?
What will our grouping strategies be (team reports to staff, individuals to
small gn,ups, team reports b representatives)?

Christman and Frederick Erickson,

the CUE researchers. By "paying
attention that is closer than usual,"

they note, schools begin to develop a
knowledge base for change.
Such self-scrutiny takes courage,

reflections, notes on the feedback)?

they add, because it makes barriers
to open communication more visible
and more openly painful than

What will people need to feel safe in the feedback process (ground rules,

before. In that situation, ongoing

facilitation, room set-up)?

work with friendly outsiders-both

What data will we collect from our visitors (charted feedback, personal

from the university and from other

Who needs to hear this feedback?

schools-lielps keep the momentum

for change going, they conclude.

4. Think through the follow-up activities.

"As true friends, such outsiders

How will this feedback get to a wider audience?

provide both support and chal-

How will we provide Information k, the visitors on the value of the visit

lengo," Chriuman and Erickson

and the quality of their feedback?

Will visitors need a room to debrief and plan following the visit?
How does this visit connect to the other visits the school will host?

observe. "As outsiders who have

coine to possess local knowledge,
they model views that are long and
wide yet are realistic about specific
difficulties that lie ahead."

MANA. h 1/1,· /inv Anw Ctditio,Nf Ewri,1'W St·jivols (BAYCES)r d,eh„fg mis m,erin/.
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Critical Friends' Groups
Many Essential schcx,1 teachers have
used avenues other than the univer-

f.ity to learn the habit of gathering
and analyzing data with an eye to
imprd,ving their schools. Some. train,

for example, to coach colleagues in
"critical friend group,"-either
through the National Schix,1 Reform
Faculty at the Annenberg Institute
fc,r Schcic,1 Refc,rm, ba, d at Brc,wn

Univer„ily, or in ins,titutch offered

by regional Ccialition Centerh.
(Michigan'% institute i% d€".cribed in
11(}RAc k 14:4.)

A critical friend•, group (CFG)

coach typically facilitate monthly
mectingh with hix to eight coll,·ague,
who havi· agn'ed ti, 1(x,k cli»,ely .it

Line anc,ther' practice and at 4tudent work. 7-114· group trips to articulatr what conStitutes gixxi teaching
and learning, calling on both outside
holl rceh and their own experience.

Members visit each other's classes,

thes,e teachers 4'orned about sub-

give feedback on each uther'4 teaching strategies or curricula, and gath-

jecting their students to a testing

er evidence of what works best for

student learning. Siome compile
portft,lios to demonstrate and reflect
on that evidence; c,thers meet with

groups from di fferent schools t< 1
hare insight% and dilemmah.

experience theb' believed demeaned
the painstaking progress they had
already made. The>· laid outthe
dilemma and brought it to a recent
institute of similar teams krusing
on using data to improve schools
"Do we reall, have to force a

Teachers in a CFC; at Philadel-

phia's Taylor Elementary School, for
instance, have been working for
yearg to enrich the array of as„ess-

child who reads. at a grade one level
to spend two weeks staring at a
grade four text," Damaris Cortez

asked the group, "even if that

ments with which they keep track of

undermines all the Essential Schm,1

itudent progress in reading. Using

"running record$" and a variety of

principles we believe in? Our whole
school sent us here to ask you that!

other methods, and teaching in
multi-age groups, they have d vivid

After two hourb of carefully
ctructured discussion, they got their

en,e of what each child from thih

answer from the two other school

largely Latino, extremely trant,ient
neighborhcxld knows and can do.
So when Federal regulations

teams around the table-but it came

insisted that they report out student

respondent asked. "Con you turn

reading Kireh in sorne standardized

this requirement around, so that the
evidence vou are already gathering

in the form of a new question.
"What counts as evidence?" one

form to qualify for Title 1 funds,

A Teacher's Tool for Observing Peers in the Classroom
they created key categories under which they could group

reacliers in the critical friends gn,up al the Wilkinson School
in I lartford, Connecticut developed a tix,1 to record their
obkrvatkins, itTipressicnis, ai,d qucisticins when visiting each
other'st classrotims. 'I heir ongoing conversation about teaching standards had drawn extensively un Fred Newmann's

their observations. To avoid judgments about the relative

value of these categories. they arrayed them on an 11" by 17"
sheet (condensed in the space below), with one corner area

marked off for questions and another for sketches or other
visual impressions of the classroom.

"indicators of classroom thoughtfulness," and from th(*c
01,nill,14

# cif students

Chi.%:

lolteolchl*

rim

1 ).1 k :

-1> pe# „f Que.ti<,11.
Aural HIppenint:%
1.eaderxhip/() wner.1,1 p
1)i*<cnin.ilic,11 01 Iliturmallin

1.evel M ParticipaiKI
SpucinIC,11.iderati,111.
Visual il.ippel}Ing.

Cemmlity d-Teachen

Ah.clice/Prefftice <if Struggle
Refearili Methods

RIE,d:.7>·pe, 41 W'Airk
(-ancel,imlity/Collegiality

C.entralit; 1,1 Nit:de /
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translate. into a grade level equivalent?" Maybe Taylor's teachers had

positive in the work and help imagine its potential."

Warm. Cool, Hard

more latitude than they believed, the

group sugges,ted, encuuraging them
to take advantage of the high-quality data about student performance
they already had in their possession.
It was a prime example of the
usefulness of the critical friend rela-

tionship between sci·Kxils.
"People who work within the
sch<Kil community understand their

nintext better than anyone else,"
says Steve Jubb, who directs the Bay
Area Ccialiticin of Essential Sch(x,ls.

"So as critical friends we do not

om,r advice; rather we ask questions

that promote further inquiry on the
part of those in the school community. Critical friends recignize what,

Feedback's 3 Flavors:

Learning to Inquire Together
Within a school setting, one of the
hardest ways for teachers to carry
out that delicate task is by sitting in
on each other's classes, taking

Essential school teachers have

adopted terms suggested by former
CES researcher Joseph McDonald in
providing feedback to each other

during the structured response ses-

thoughtful note of what they see

sions called "protocols" (of which

and offering their observations to
their colleagues. (See sidebar, page
5.) Many Essential school critical

see HoRACE 13:2). They often group
responses, for example, in these

friends groups take a whole year of
building understanding in other

ways before they have the trust to
open their doors to each other.

They may practice using the
"prc,tici,ls" that Essential school

people and others have developed
as a means of looking collaborative-

the "tuning protocol- is only one;

ways:

• "Warm" feedback consists of

supportive. appreciative state-

ments about the work presented.
• "Cool" or more distanced

feedback offers different ways to
think about the work presented,
raises questions.

• "Hard" feedback challenges

ly at student work or teacher prac-

and extends the presenter's

tice. (Several of these are described

thinking raises concerns.

Norms for Sharing Work

in lk}RAcE 13:2.) These carefully
tructured formats for response,

To create trust among those
sharing their work for critique,

facilitated by someone trained in
uch discussions, aim to create a

many teachers begin by agreeing on

sense of emotional safely for the
presenter, at the same time encour-

honor differences in their members'

aging the new perspectives and

styles of teaching and learning, CFG

probing critiques of their peers.
Typically they require the presen-

participants say.

portive and more distanced.
•Allow sufficient time to get to

ter to remain silent at some point,
while the respondents talk among
themselves about what they have

to enlighten, not to evaluate, at

know the work.

seen.

clear ncirms of behavior within the

group, which they post for reference
during the discussion that follows.
One group's norms read:
• Give hmies/ feedback, both sup-

• Be speci fic; tie your feedback to
the work, and refer to its place in
the portfolio.

• Presenter and partici pants may
safely express their confusion,

"Something happens to me
while l am playing fly on the wall,"
says Kathy Juarez, a teacher at

Over time, these shared activi-

ties foster a sense of common pur-

pose at the same time that they

Because such sessions intend

their best they take on the air of
professional seminars-like a

group of doctors, lawyers, or architects puzzling over a case together,
or like an independent graduate
seminar in which teachers could

Piner i ligh School in Santa Rosa,

explore their deepest concerns and

California who has used such protocols for many years. "I have the
rare opportunity to hear people

interests. As group members push

talking seriously about my questions-and I know I will get to

extends beyond addressing the

• Start with a question; check for
understanding.

think out loud about some of the

• Use probing questions, not leading

issues they raise."

stress, or needs; be sensitive to them.

• Keep comments within the room.
If you don'tsay it to the presenter,
don't say it.

questions; don't jump to solutions.

• Monitor your air time so others

have equal chance to speak. Take
time to listen.

• Be flexible, balancing spontaneity
with equal access to speak.

• Debrief what was helpful or not in
the feedback process.

HORACE

toward a deeper reading of the evi-

dence before them, their learning
question of the hour, to sharpen the
inquiry skills of every participant.
When the time does come to

Or they may build a year-ling

observe each other's classrooms, the

conversation around readings that

habits of inquiry developed through

inform their practice. If they choose
texts around a key theme, such as

such activities can sustain teachers

classroom experience and the work

through the trepidation they often
feel. They can focus the visit on a
specific question posed by the
teacher being observed (such as

of students.

"How are my students using evi-

equity, this can provide a framework for later discussions based on
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1

dence in this cla ss ?" or "Am 1 meet-

ing tudents at the different chat-

The Other Side of the Fence:

lenge levels they require?"). And
they can structure the feedback in a

A Visiting Team's Norms for Gathering Evidence

way that both supports their efforts
and provoke·, new ideas.
What Difference It Makes

How does one measure the impact

of such critical friendships on student learning? Do ta. t scores nse or

Before Michigan schools may join the Coalition. they must first compile a
portfolio demonstrating the school's learning about the Ten Common Principles;
present an exhibition about that work to parents and community members; host
Essential school colleagues from around the state as they vis,it classrooms and

meet students and faculty; and present a dilemma to the visiting team for its help
and feedback.

trachers begin tc) act like a pri,fei-

ihe visiting team, too, has its obligations. to gather evidence of school-wide
commitment to implementing the Common Principles; to analyze its capacity for
self-analysis and collaborative problem-solving; and to observe its commitment to

sional community?

dciumenting the impact of its efforts on student learning·

they do, according to both
large-,cale quantitative studies of

the visitors must prepare for their evidence-gathering. One Michigan visiting

,c·ho<,1 restructuring and more

team, for example, came up with the following agreements beforehand:

graduation rates improve when

Just as the host school must think through its visit (see sidebar, page 4), so

f{,ctiffd, qual itative analyhes. of the

links between better teaching and
student achievement.

A huge statistical Murvey of Ntudent achievement in rebtructuring

high schools, publishrd in 1993 by
University of Michigan professor
Valerie I lie and Julia Smith of the
University of Rochester, showed

that a more personal, "communal"
organizational ftylia,opposed to a
more iraditkwial, bureaucratic cmc

contributes to student achievement

gains acrnss the spectrum of socioeconomic and other differences.

And Milbrey Mclaughlin's
Stanford research concludes that

The purpose of our evidence-gathering is not to compare or evaluate, but to
provide the school with accurate information they can use to decide "next
steps" in their quest to become an excellent school.

We are "critical friends," no more experts than the folks at the school we are
visiting. We only provide an external and more objective "lens" through

which they can view their own progress, their strengths, and the challenges
that iii. ahead for them.

Try to enter the process as a "tabula rasa," a blank slate. Avoid imposing
your own philosophy, pedagogy, or practices on the school.
I hink jn terms of femiting and harithig, not teachers and students,
The evidence we seek consists of:

• Factual data you are given or told about (for example. "68 percent of our
students take part in some extracurricular activity.").

networks (,f .111 kinds-amcing
schools or :aming teachers exploring

• Concrete observations you can describe ("Students in ninth-grade math
worked in groups of four on a statistics problem using graphing calculators," for example, or "Samples of illustrated student essays were displayed

new ways-contribute tc, deeper

in hallways."

student learning. Especially impor-

tant to successful teaching, she
nc,tes, is "a supportive professional

wmmu nity that discusses new
teaching materials and strategies

and that SupportS the risk-taking
and struggle entailed in transforming practice."

The critical friend approach
bears particular promise in thecur-

rent high-,takesaccountability eli111 itr,.,nd tifil iust breaux it fosters
,iniong hclk)11 pel,ple <1 sense of

mutual respunsibility for improving
teaching 1111 learning. If teaclirrs

• Direct quotes (avoid paraphrases) taken in context (for example, "There
appears to be strong support for reform at our school, though not everyone
is on board").

F.vidence must be in written form, gathered in notebooks and posted for all
learn members to see.

The team must agree on any and all evidence that will be presented to the
school. Any team member may challenge a piece of evidence. The team will
discuss the challenged evidence and come to consensus about its inclusion.

Wt,£0, e.l,Lericierice ix gatbeced., p.sked., md <reed on„tle team will form
summary statements that reflect the weight of the available evidence.
The team will finally develop a set of questions to leave with the school,
related to the Ten Common Principles, the school's mission statement, or
buth, and intended to gitide its further growth.

spend time looking closely ,9 how
their practice alli,fts student learnHORACE
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ing, they might also start to turn an

Taking the Next Step

impossible array of externally im-

The power of such experiences to

pc,sed standards into more powerful, personal measures that they
generate from their own work and

carry in their heads every day.
The sense of misision that results

across a school will directly help its
students to achieve at higher levek,
other rebearch indicates. in their

tudies of Cathc,|ic schcxils and (,f

small chcx,ls in the Chicago area

and elsewhere, Anthony Bryk and
hib colleagues found that any strong
shared etha% in a sch(,01 makes students take their work more serious-

ly and do better at it.

Critical friendships also can
take place (m a larger canvas. A

clu,der of independent schools
involved in the Coalition has met

for years to help each other in their
work, and now is launching a CES

Center. A group of Essential school
librarians conducts a virtual critical

friends group over the Internet,
coached by Mark Gordc,n in Santa
Cruz, California. On-line discussion

grOUps thrive among members of
CFGs who have met at regional and
national institutes and follow up by
exchanging everything from read-

make change on a larger scale is
striking. Where once only a few
teachers at Houston's Westbury
High School took part in the region-

al Center's critical friends training,
now fully a third of the faculty has
chcben tr> join such collegial gr(,ups;.
And while once their professional
development came largely from
outside, now it almost always takes

ad vantage of expertise within the
school.

changes that support student learning, will they move beyond mere
technical fixes to a professional

culture of continuous inquiry and
improvement. They will begin
changing hou, they u,iderstaild, not
just whill thev do.
Against all odds, Essential

school people are making that transformation. And as they take charge
of their own professional growth,

they are supporting each other in
the process as good school friends
have always done. J

But supporting this kind of
horizontal learning requires new,
non-hierarchical structures that few

Let Us Hear Your Voice

schc,<119 or districtsyct display,
points out Theodore R. Sizer, the
Coalition's Chairman.

"The research shows us that it

You can lend your own voice
to the Essential School conversation

about critical friendships, by going
to the CES Web site at

works," he says. "So why do teachers still have to fight for the time to

http: / /www.essentialschools.org

work together in these ways? Why

There you will find not only the text

do schools and policymakers still
operate on theassumption that outsiders know best?"

and research citations for this issue,
but more resources on critical

friendships; suggestions as to how
to use this HORACE as a tool for fur-

The system must no longer
work that way, he argues. Only

ther discussion with teachers and

when teachers together explore the

an electronic conversation with

most fundamental aspects of their

other teachers about the issues

work and its results, so as to make

raised here.

the public; and the opportunity for

ing lists to lesson plans.
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